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In accordance with Rules 77.2, 77.3 and 77.4 of the Commission’s Rules of 

Practice and Procedure, the California Independent System Operator Corporation 

(“CAISO”) respectfully submits its comments on Administrative Law Judge (“ALJ”) 

Wetzell’s draft decision entitled “Opinion on Local Resource Adequacy Requirements,” 

mailed May 30, 2006, in the above-referenced proceeding (“Draft Decision”). 

I. INTRODUCTION AND OVERVIEW 
 
 The Draft Decision characterizes itself as “another step towards full 

implementation of resource adequacy requirements.”  (Draft Decision at 2.)  This 

understates the Draft Decision’s importance.   Local capacity requirements lie at the 

foundation of the resource adequacy’s core objective - “assuring sufficient capacity is 

available when and where it is needed.”1  The CAISO therefore strongly agrees with the 

Draft Decision that the time for Commission action is now and that any further delay in 

adopting and implementing local capacity requirements will jeopardize achievement of 

the Commission’s fundamental goals for the resource adequacy program. 

The CAISO commends ALJ Wetzell and Commission staff for their leadership in 

developing meaningful local capacity requirements.  In this regard, the CAISO supports 

many of the basic elements of the Draft Decision.  Nonetheless, there are certain items 

for which the CAISO suggests modifications or refinements.  Each of these topics is 
                                                 
1  D.05-10-042 at 7. 
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discussed further below and proposed changes to the Draft Decision are set forth in 

Attachment A.     

 
II. COMMENTS AND PROPOSED REVISIONS TO THE DRAFT DECISION 
 

A. The Commission Should Adopt a Stable Reliability Service Level, 
While Preserving the Ability to Reassess and Refine How the 
Reliability Service Level Should Be Achieved. 

 
The CAISO’s LCR study provided the Commission with capacity level “options” 

that reflect different grid and service reliability levels.  The different grid reliability levels 

correspond to specific performance criteria for the integrated transmission grid that the 

CAISO must satisfy under both California statute and its FERC-approved Tariff.  The 

Draft Decision adopted Option 2 as “the appropriate reliability level for establishing 

LSEs’ local procurement obligations for 2007.” (Draft Decision at 21.)  The CAISO 

supports this conclusion.  However, the CAISO disagrees with the Draft Decision’s 

refusal to select Option 2’s underlying grid reliability level as the basis for local capacity 

obligations going forward.  The Draft Decision’s trepidation creates unnecessary 

uncertainty surrounding procurement of local resources and, more importantly, appears to 

be founded in confusion between the role of the target service and grid reliability level 

and how to determine or reach those target levels.  

The Draft Decision states that it “would prefer to have better quantitative 

information at our disposal regarding the probabilities of operational events as well as 

information regarding the ratepayer and societal costs of service interruptions.”  (Draft 

Decision at 19-20.)  The CAISO agrees and therefore supports the Commission’s desire 

to develop a probabilistic approach to determining capacity requirements based on a “loss 

of load probability” analysis.  However, the development of a probabilistic approach is 

not a small undertaking and is likely to require several years of data collection and 

analysis.  Prior to this time, the continued use of Option 2 reflected in the LCR study is 

appropriate.   

This follows from a comparison between Option 2 and the available alternatives.  

The CAISO admits that Option 3 is unnecessarily conservative, since it ignores 

operational solutions.  Acceptable operating solutions should be accounted for and 
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incorporated in LCR determinations, as is the case in Option 2.  The other alternative is 

Option 1.  As noted in the Draft Decision, Option 1 corresponds to NERC Category B, 

which requires sufficient local generation capacity to ensure the grid can meet specified 

standards after any single contingency (N-1) without involuntary load interruption.   The 

Draft Decision correctly recognized that Option 1 relies solely on load interruption to 

address any system contingency after the loss of the first transmission element.  In this 

regard, the Draft Decision also acknowledged that “[n]o party has presented information 

that would lead us to conclude that the risk of such interruptions [under Option 1] is 

acceptable.” (Draft Decision at 21.)    The risk is unknown precisely because the CAISO 

Control Area is, and has been since before its inception, operated consistent with Option 

2’s underlying service reliability level.  Thus, the adoption of Option 1 will, to some 

admittedly unknown degree, result in anticipated reliability lower than that currently 

enjoyed by customers of CPUC jurisdictional LSEs.   

While the risk associated with the lower level of grid reliability is unknown, the 

additional cost of the enhanced reliability is quantifiable.  The Draft Decision recites that 

the difference in LCRs under Option 1 and Option 2 is about 5%.  The Draft Decision 

concluded that in light of the uncertainty associated with the risk of interruptions under 

Option 1, the “procurement of an additional 5% of needed capacity to be reasonable.”  

(Draft Decision at 21.)  Significantly, if procurement of additional capacity is reasonable 

now, it will only become more so in the future. This is because feasible alternative 

operating solutions to reduce capacity requirements will be evaluated on an annual basis 

through the CAISO’s grid planning process and incorporated into future LCR studies.  

Indeed, the Draft Decision does not appear to consider this reality because of some 

apparent confusion over the target grid reliability level reflected in Option 2 and the 

means of satisfying Option 2.  

As noted, NERC Category C can be satisfied with an array of tools, including 

involuntary interruption of load.   The Draft Decision expressly contemplates, and, as 

noted, the CAISO supports, ongoing efforts to develop transmission-related or other 

suitable operational solutions to decrease the quantity of local capacity that must be 

procured.  Thus, the adoption of Option 2 does not presuppose a particular level of 

capacity and permits the Commission, through its authority over the service level 
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received by jurisdictional customers, to deliberately and thoughtfully select solutions that 

result in converging the capacity levels required to comply with Options 1 and 2.  

 Based on the foregoing, the CAISO would recommend modifying the Draft 

Decision in the manner set forth in Appendix A to extend adoption of Option 2 beyond 

2007. 

B. The CAISO, As The Independent Grid Operator, Is Ideally Suited To 
Conduct The Local Capacity Requirements (LCR) Studies Necessary 
On An Ongoing Basis To Determine Local Procurement Obligations.  

 
 As the draft decision aptly recognizes, the 2007 LCR study is the cornerstone for 

the establishment of 2007 local generation requirements, and the Commission must, of 

necessity, be assured that the process by which the study is conducted is reasonable 

(Draft Decision at 14).  In light of the time constraints created by the need for study 

results and a final decision in Phase I by late June, 2006, that process was made as 

transparent as possible through the “meet and confer” conference, established to define 

input assumptions, and the stakeholder workshop following submission of the study on 

April 21.  Thus, the Commission’s comments on the same page of the draft decision and 

in paragraph 5 of the ordering language on page 75 —that the use of a third party to 

conduct future LCR studies “may merit consideration in future proceedings”—are both 

discouraging and misplaced.  Furthermore, the CAISO has the statutory obligation to plan 

and operate the system to a reliability level that is no less stringent than that required by 

NERC/WECC.  Indeed, it is doubtful that any third party organization has both the data 

and the expertise necessary to conduct LCR studies.  As tacitly acknowledged by the 

Draft Decision, the CAISO has a familiarity with operational requirements across the 

transmission network footprint that no other party would be capable of duplicating.  

Thus, the confidence the CAISO could lend a third party study is uncertain and the 

applicability of the results would be unclear.  Therefore, the CAISO submits that hiring a 

“third party” to conduct such studies is not only unnecessary but certainly contradicts the 

fundamental premise that the CAISO, as the independent transmission grid operator, is 

the “third party” created and uniquely qualified to fulfill this role.  By leaving the matter 

open for discussion in upcoming proceedings, the Commission creates uncertainty that 

will undercut the CAISO’s efforts in this regard.   For this reason, the CAISO 
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respectfully requests that the draft decision be modified and the notion that a different 

party be hired to conduct future studies be rejected outright in the final decision. 

 The CAISO notes that certain parties requested a technical “peer review” of the 

2007 LCR study.2  It goes without saying that stakeholders are free (and are encouraged) 

to conduct any type of review of the LCR studies that they feel is necessary for 

understanding or clarification of the methodology, inputs or assumptions.  As discussed 

herein and in the following sections, the CAISO does not object to the follow-up 

workshop in July to further review the 2007 LCR study as addressed in the Draft 

Decision, and opportunities for stakeholder review and comment have been specifically 

included in the proposed schedules for the 2008 LCR study and the integrated 2008 LCR 

study/Grid Planning Process.  However, the CAISO would caution the Commission 

against implementing a lengthy and cumbersome adversarial-style review process that 

could cause delays in meeting deadlines in the upcoming schedules for 2008 and beyond.  

It is the CAISO’s hope that the LCR study and local RAR procurement process will 

become more streamlined as we move into the future, and not continually bogged down 

with months of analysis and debate.             

 For all of these reasons, the CAISO proposes that the second full paragraph on 

page 14 of the draft decision be rewritten as set forth in Attachment A. 

C. The LCR/Local RAR Schedule For 2008 Should Be Modified. 
 

The draft decision outlines a 2008 LCR Study process and schedule. (Draft 

Decision at 30).  The CAISO has two suggested modifications to that schedule that will 

coordinate the 2008 LCR Study process with both the year-end holidays and other 

activities being conducted by the CAISO.  The Draft Decision proposes the CAISO begin 

the LCR Study in December 2006 and produce the 2008 LCR Study by February 5, 2007.  

The CAISO requires 8 to 10 weeks to perform the LCR Study.  The CAISO is concerned 

about its ability to timely deliver the 2008 LCR Study because the study process is 

proposed to begin in December 2006 during the holiday season when the CAISO will 

also be engaged in evaluating any RCST backstop procurement needs.  Given these 

concerns, the CAISO suggests the following minor schedule modifications to better 

                                                 
2   See, e.g., the May 3, 2006 Reply Comments of CMUA.   
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accommodate these personnel constraints by providing an additional two (2) weeks to 

perform the analysis during the month of February: 

LCR/Local RAR Schedule for 2008 (Modified) 

December 1, 2006  PTOs submit base cases to CAISO 
February 19, 2007 CAISO releases 2008 LCR study 
February 27, 2007 CAISO hosts meeting on LCR study 
March 16, 2007 Parties comment on 2008 LCR study 
May 2007 Commission reviews CAISO’s 2008 LCR study and adopts Local 

RAR for 2008 
May 2007  Commission allocates 2008 Local RAR to all LSEs 
October 1, 2007 LSEs file Local RAR showing and “Year-Ahead” System RAR 
November 1, 2007 CAISO analyzes demonstrations for “residual” needs due to 

effectiveness factors and reports back to LSEs 
December 3, 2007  LSEs demonstrate any additional procurement of “residual” 

through revised Local RAR, year ahead System RAR, and even 
December 2007 monthly System RAR, after which time the 
CAISO may engage in backstop procurement to resolve Local 
RAR deficiencies. (Date could be adjusted to coincide with 
monthly showing date.) 

 
If RMR remains in 2008, like 2007, the CPUC will need to accommodate and 

again integrate the LCR procurement and showing process with the RMR process.  

Similar to the schedule to accommodate RMR as outlined in the Draft Decision, the 

CPUC would require LSEs to make a preliminary showing of capacity procured from 

2008 RMR candidate units, allowing the CAISO to evaluate and potentially forego RMR 

contracts on those units that have been fully procured under a resource adequacy 

obligation.  To accommodate this evaluation and to allow the CPUC to allocate any final 

RMR designated capacity to its LSEs, the final annual showing would need to be moved 

to the end of October 2007.  Thus, the CPUC should consider potential RMR process 

impacts when determining the final schedule for the 2008 LCR showing. 

Alternatively, the CAISO has repeatedly stated in its filings in this proceeding 

that the LCR Study needs to be woven into and be in sync with the Grid Planning 

Process.  This is the CAISO’s preference.  The above “modified” schedule will need 

further refinement if we are to achieve this goal beginning with the 2008 LCR Study.   

The PTOs’ goal is to conclude their transmission expansion plans by the end of 

the year; however, the process has often extended into March and April.  Additionally, 
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the CAISO historically does not receive the updated load forecasts or base cases from the 

PTOs until the end of the first quarter.  Thus if the Commission were to maintain the 

above “modified” schedule, it will need to significantly modify it again when the PTOs 

provide this critical input information to the CAISO; otherwise as a consequence, the 

2008 LCR Study would have to be based on the 2007 load forecast.  

As a compromise proposal, the CAISO suggests and prefers the following “Grid 

Planning Process” schedule that better accommodates the timelines for historic PTO grid 

planning process deliverables, yet satisfies the CPUC’s objective of allowing LSEs 

sufficient time for their procurement activity: 

LCR/Local RAR Schedule for 2008 (Grid Planning Process) 

January 5, 2007 PTOs submit base cases and load forecast to the CAISO 
March 9, 2007 CAISO releases 2008 LCR study 
March 20, 2007 CAISO hosts meeting on LCR study 
April 6, 2007 Parties comment on 2008 LCR study 
May 2007 Commission reviews CAISO’s 2008 LCR study and adopts Local 

RAR for 2008 
June 2007  Commission allocates 2008 Local RAR to all LSEs 
October 1, 2007 LSEs file Local RAR showing and “Year-Ahead” System RAR 
November 1, 2007 CAISO analyzes demonstrations for “residual” needs due to 

effectiveness factors and reports back to LSEs 
December 3, 2007  LSEs demonstrate any additional procurement of “residual” 

through revised Local RAR, year ahead System RAR, and even 
December 2007 monthly System RAR, after which time the 
CAISO may engage in backstop procurement to resolve Local 
RAR deficiencies. (Date could be adjusted to coincide with 
monthly showing date.) 

 
Given the shared objective to produce an accurate LCR Study that is based on the 

best available information and a process that maximizes the time allowed for RA capacity 

procurement as well as stakeholder input, it will be critical for the Commission to ensure 

that deliverables are provided timely and as scheduled. 

D. An Additional Workshop on the 2007 LCR Study is Acceptable 
 

The Draft Decision requires an additional workshop be held on the 2007 LCR 

Study to “determine whether any opportunity exists to make corrections or adjustments to 

avoid local area generation procurement….” (Draft Decision at 16.)  The CAISO can 
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support this process, however, the CAISO needs to know when this workshop would 

occur and recommends July 21st.  At this time, the CAISO is not aware of any additional 

proposed operational solutions or refinements.  However, the Commission should note 

that it takes the CAISO typically two to three weeks to assess the affect on the locational 

capacity requirements for any newly proposed operational solution.  Should the PTOs 

provide any additional proposed operationa l solutions or refinements, the CPUC must 

provide the CAISO sufficient time (2 to 3 weeks) to evaluate these proposals, if any exist.  

Thus, any proposed operational solutions would have to be submitted immediately 

following the final decision, i.e. by no later than July 3, 2006, if the workshop 

contemplated for the later part of July is to view the results. 

 
E. The $40 Per KWH-Year Capacity Price For RCST Designated 

Generation May No Be A Sufficient Trigger For Local RAR Waivers. 
 

 The CAISO supports the concept that a penalty and enforcement mechanism be 

adopted as part of this proceeding in order to promote compliance by the LSEs in 

meeting local capacity requirements.  The CAISO agrees with the Commission that such 

penalties should be imposed on non-compliant LSEs in addition to the costs of backstop 

procurement; otherwise, the LSEs would have an incentive to simply rely on the 

CAISO’s backstop authority and frustrate the goals of this proceeding (Draft Decision at 

65-68).   With respect to the waiver process described in the Draft Decision at pages 70-

72, the CAISO continues to have concerns with the waiver process as expressed in its 

Comments.  However, if the Commission believes that a waiver process should be 

adopted, as discussed in the Draft Decision, it should be done as an interim measure.  

Furthermore, the CAISO is concerned that the use of $40 per kWh-year as the trigger for 

granting local RAR waivers will not be sufficient for achieving the intended purposes. 

 As the Draft Decision correctly identifies, the $40 per kW-year trigger/penalty 

was taken from the Offer of Settlement in Independent Energy Producers Association v. 

California System Operator Corporation FERC Docket No. EL05-146-000 and is 

derived from the formula established to determine the approximate annual target price for 

designated capacity pursuant to the CAISO’s Reliability Capacity Services Tariff 

(RCST).  The derivation of $40 per kW-year by subtracting a $33 per kW-year as a 
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conservative estimate of Peak Energy Rent (PER) from the $73 per kW-year capacity 

price agreed upon in the Settlement, provides a reasonable ballpark estimate of capacity 

costs for new capacity, less estimated revenue.  Additionally, for the purposes of local 

RAR procurement, the CAISO believes that $40 per kW-year provides a sufficient 

penalty for non-compliance with RAR requirements when added to the LSE’s 

requirement to pay for backstop procurement. (see Draft Decision at 67: “It is our 

judgment that a penalty equal to 100% of the cost of new capacity is an appropriate 

penalty for failure of an LSE to meet its local procurement obligation”).    

However, the CAISO is concerned that the $40 per kW-year calculation is an 

insufficient “trigger” for the granting of waivers of local procurement obligations. (Draft 

Decision at 71).  The CAISO recognizes that the waiver process is not automatic and that 

LSEs must make a demonstration to the Commission that: 1) bids were solicited in good 

faith, and 2) that no bids for under $40 per kW-year were received.  Nonetheless, it is 

possible that LSEs will be unable to solicit and obtain bids for less than $40 per kW-year, 

and will be able to make satisfactory waiver demonstrations.  If a waiver is obtained, the 

LSE will be subject only to a payment for backstop procurement, which would be $40 per 

kW-year, and that figure therefore becomes the “ceiling” price for the LSE’s procurement 

obligation.   Therefore, the Commission should take into consideration whether the cost 

of capacity in a load pocket is actually higher than the $40 trigger.  In other words, there 

could well be circumstances wherein the waiver should not be granted at the $40 level, 

and the LSE should be required to solicit bids at the higher cost before granting a waiver 

is considered.      

In its opening comments on the LCR Workshop Report, the CAISO observed, 

“[i]n order to prevent reliance on the RCST mechanism, the CAISO believes it is 

appropriate for the Commission to apply some multiplier to the RCST value.  This 

multiplier could be, for example, anywhere from 1.1 to 3 times the base RCST value.”3  

The CAISO concludes that a multiplier of the $40 per kW-year could well strike the best 

balance. Otherwise, by setting the trigger too low, as the CAISO suspects that it is, 

                                                 
3  Comments of the California Independent System Operator Corporation on the Local Resource 
Adequacy Requirement Phase I Staff Report, CPUC Docket R.05-12-013 (April 21, 2006) at 23. 
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backstop procurement will increase.  This unintended result can be avoided by evaluating 

the waiver “trigger” for a particular circumstance.    

F. The LCR for Deficient Areas Should Not be Reduced 

The CAISO encourages the CPUC to consider alternative language to address the 

issue of reduced LCRs for those areas that have a deficiency in qualifying capacity 

resources. (Draft Decision at 21-22)  The CAISO is concerned about a policy that could 

be interpreted as “reduce the LCR such that it always matches the available generation in 

the local area.”  This would be a perverse policy and counter to the Commission’s 

objectives of having sufficient capacity available when and where needed.  The CAISO 

appreciates the CPUC’s sensitivity to this issue and that the CPUC does “… not intend to 

continually approve a practice that could undermine this fundamental program 

objective.”  (Draft Decision at 22)  However, the CASIO feels a more consistent policy is 

to not reduce the LCR in 2007, but also do not penalize for the inability to meet the LCR 

in that deficient area.  It is important that the CPUC signal that capacity is needed in a 

local area above and beyond the area’s available generation.  The CAISO’s suggested 

compromise is to leave the policy intact, but not to create unreasonable compliance 

and/or penalties for such circumstances for this local procurement cycle.  

 
G.  A 1-in-10 Load Forecast Should Have Permanence as a LCR Study 

Assumption 
 

The Draft Decision appropriately supports the use of a 1-in-10 load forecast for 

establishing the reliability needs in local areas (Draft Decision at 22-23).  However, the 

CAISO wants to see greater durability and permanence for the use of a 1- in-10 load 

forecast as a fundamental LCR Study input assumption for future studies as well as the 

2007 LCR study.  The load forecast assumption for future LCR Studies should not 

remain as an open issue that is revisited in Phase 2 of this proceeding.  To accept 

anything otherwise results in the misalignment of resource and transmission planning, 

building in a continual yet preventable bias toward transmission over generation.   

Using a 1- in-10 year peak forecast has been an established standard practice 

among the PTOs for transmission planning studies within California for local areas for 

determining if and what reinforcement of the transmission system is needed.  A 1- in-10 
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forecast results in a “higher” peak load than does a 1- in-5 year forecast.  If resource 

adequacy requirements are performed on a 1- in-5 load forecast, the resource procurement 

need would be based on a “lower” peak value when compared to the peak load derived 

from the 1-in-10 load forecast based transmission studies.  As such, “fewer” MWs and, 

therefore, generation resources would need to be procured to meet the 1-in-5 peak than 

what would be dictated by the transmission planning studies.  Thus, not comparing 

transmission and generation on an equivalent 1- in-10 year peak load forecast creates a 

bias toward transmission over resource procurement and that can result in adverse 

unintended consequences.  As a matter of sound pub lic policy, the CAISO strongly 

encourages the CPUC to be resolute in its support of a 1-in-10 year peak load forecast for 

future LCR Studies. 

H. Dispatchable Demand Response Issues 

The CAISO believes it is premature to conclude that dispatchable demand 

response resources should be allowed to count towards local capacity requirements for 

2007.  The problem is a practical one resulting from data and study limitations.  The 

CAISO’s LCR study evaluated the effect of specifically located, known generators on 

particular contingencies during specific load conditions.  As the ALJ and Commission 

Staff are aware, the ultimate capacity requirement is a function of the relative 

effectiveness of the specific generating resources to remedy the binding constraints or 

contingencies.  The specific location and performance history of the dispatchable demand 

resources would have to be studied to determine the relative effectiveness of dropping the 

particular load in mitigating the same binding constraints or contingencies.  Simply put, it 

cannot be assumed that one MW of dispatchable demand response is equivalent to one 

MW of generation under the LCR study.  Therefore, inclusion of dispatchable demand 

response products under the present conditions could result in under-procurement of local 

resources.  

I. Local Area Aggregation with 50% Local RAR Procurement       
Limitation In The Greater Bay Area is Counterproductive to 
Objectives for Resource Adequacy. 

 
The CAISO is concerned that the mantra of market power has usurped the 

resource adequacy discussion and is shaping LCR policy more so than the original and 
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worthy objectives of resource adequacy as set forth by the Commission.  The notion of 

aggregating a service territory as diverse and large (territorially) as PG&E’s distribution 

service area (representing 7 out of the 9 local areas identified in the 2007 LCR Study) 

seems counterproductive and at odds with the Commission’s goal of ensuring that 

capacity is available when and where needed and minimizing reliance on backstop 

procurement.  PG&E’s service territory stretches from Eureka in the north to Bakersfield 

in the south, and from the Pacific Ocean in the west to the Sierra Nevada in the east.  This 

represents a significant portion of California, and yet the Draft Decision recommends 

aggregating the LCR for such a territory because “… (1) significant market power 

concerns persist and (2) aggregation can mitigate these concerns.” (Draft Decision at 36)  

By aggregating PG&E’s service territory to address market power, the Commission 

effectively mutes any signal indicating where and when capacity is needed, a 

foundational objective of resource adequacy.  The CAISO is sensitive to the issue of 

market power; however, the CAISO has cause for concern when market power concerns 

interfere with and alter the overarching objectives of resource adequacy. 

Indeed, the Commission should be aware that the proposed market power 

mitigation package of aggregating local areas is likely to produce perverse incentives. 

Specifically, generators that are absolutely essential for a particular local area will not 

accept any contract offer from an LSE below what they believe is the CAISO backstop 

procurement price.  Assuming RCST is the primary backstop and $40 per kW-year is a 

reasonable expected payment under RCST, they will insist on no less than this price.  

Alternatively, LSEs will seek to minimize their bilateral RA procurement costs and will 

seek to contract with less critical resources that offer a lower price.  Thus each LSE is 

expected to meets its aggregate LCR, yet, any additional cost the CAISO incurs in the 

backstop procurement of the essential units is socialized to all load. In the end, the total 

cost to an individual LSE is the (LCR procurement cost + socialized cost of backstop). 

Therefore, each LSE will likely do the calculus as to whether the cost savings of not 

contracting directly with the essential unit is greater than their portion of the socialized 

cost of the CAISO backstop.  Under this scenario, it seems inevitable that more MWs 

would be procured than required because of the combination of RA and CAISO backstop.  

Clearly, it would be more efficient to enforce the requirements for each local area 
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separately and rely solely on the penalty waiver process to mitigate the market power 

concern. 

The CAISO believes the CPUC can forego aggregation of local areas since the 

Draft Decision also contemplates a waiver process as an additional market power 

mitigation measure.  As stated in the Draft Decision “[w]e find that a waiver process is 

necessary as a market power mitigation measure….” (Draft Decision at 68)  The CAISO 

believes that since the Draft Decision recommends a waiver process, this, in itself, is a 

sufficient tool to address market power concerns at this stage in the development of a 

local RAR.  Thus, if an LSE cannot procure capacity in good faith in any of the local 

areas, then the Commission could grant that LSE a waiver and the deleterious effects of 

aggregating the LCR avoided.  However, the waiver process cannot be an effective 

market power mitigation tool if the “trigger” is set too low, as discussed in the previous 

section of these Comments. 

As discussed above, the CAISO has reservations about the adoption of a waiver 

process because a system of waivers could increase reliance on backstop procurement, 

and has encouraged the Commission to consider the circumstances under which the $40 

per kW-year “trigger” should be increased to reflect higher capacity costs in certain local 

areas.  Furthermore, the CAISO strongly recommends that, if approved, the waiver 

process be viewed as an interim measure that can be replaced with a more appropriate 

and suitable mechanism like a capacity market.  Additionally, the CAISO recommends 

that the Commission monitor the waiver process so that it is equitable and that particular 

circumstances do not cause “free riders” or cost-shifts when waivers are granted.  If, 

eventually, a capacity market is established as the Commission has envisioned, all LSEs 

should be responsible for their capacity share.  Thus, any waiver policy should instill this 

same sense of responsibility.   

In summary, the CAISO strongly encourages the Commission to reconsider 

aggregating the local areas within the PG&E distribution area and to strike a more 

reasoned balance between resource adequacy objectives and market power concerns.  

Rather than using the aggregation of load pockets as a market power tool, the 

Commission should address such concerns through the waiver process until a functioning 

capacity market is developed.  As an alternative, but not a preferred course of action, the 
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CAISO would be willing to support the aggregation approach described in the Draft 

Decision solely for the 2007 procurement cycle and only for the purposes of monitoring 

market power and reliance on backstop procurement.4  It bears repeating that the 

continued aggregation of load pockets within the PG&E service territory simply defeats 

the fundamental purpose for conducting an LCR study and assigning local capacity 

obligations based on such study:  achieving the optimal level of capacity within a local 

area to maintain grid reliability at the service level chosen by the Commission. 

 
J. LSE’s Should Show all Local RA Resources in their Preliminary and 

Annual LCR Showings. 
 

The CAISO encourages the CPUC to have LSEs, both in their preliminary and 

annual LCR showing, show all RA resources the LSEs have under contract that are 

within any of the local areas identified by the CAISO, and not just those “local” RA 

resources within the LSEs particular service area(s).  When the CAISO runs its model to 

determine the LCR, knowing the universe of RA resources within each of the local areas 

is essential to deriving the most accurate LCR and minimizing CAISO backstop and 

RMR procurement.  For instance, in the “preliminary” showing, should LSEs include all 

resources they contracted for in the local areas, not just in their particular service area(s), 

the combination of units within a local area, once studied, could be effective enough to 

allow the CAISO to forego a RMR contract in the that local area, reducing overall costs.  

Similarly, LSEs should show these external (relative to the LSE’s service area) yet local 

RA resources as part of their annual showing such that the CAISO, CPUC and CEC have 

a clear picture of the local resources that have been procured in total and no local RA 

resources are overlooked. 

/// 

/// 

/// 

/// 

/// 

                                                 
4  The adoption of a 50% procurement limitation, strictly for the 2007 local procurement cycle, is 
consistent with the CAISO’s April 28, 2006 reply comments in this docket (see pages 3-4).   





APPENDIX A 
 
(page 2-3, second bullet of summary) 
 
The Commission approves LSE procurement obligations that are based on a level of 
reliability described as “Option 2” in the CAISO’s LCR study report.  For 2007, tThat 
option represents the most appropriate balancing of reliability objectives and the costs of 
attaining reliability based on information that is currently available.  The Commission 
will apply Option 2 to future LCR studies, until superseded, if at all, by an alternative 
study approach, including a reliance on probabilities.  However, for purposes of assigning 
procurement obligations to LSEs, we direct the Commission’s Energy Division to adjust 
the LCRs for the local areas for which deficiencies in qualified generation capacity have 
been identified by the CAISO.  
 
3.2.1   The LCR Study Process  
 
(page 14, second full paragraph) 
 
 At the outset of this proceeding, parties suggested that an independent third party 
rather than the CAISO should be selected to perform the LCR study for 2007.  While this 
suggestion may merit consideration in future proceedings, it This suggestion could not 
reasonably have been pursued with any expectation of our adopting local RAR in time for 
2007.  At this time, Furthermore, the CAISO-which, as the independent grid operator, has 
direct knowledge of system conditions and operations—appears to be particularly well 
positioned (if not uniquely so) to determine where load pockets exist and what their 
associated LCRs are.  We note also that by the time this proceeding was underway, the 
CAISO had already completed an LCR study for 2006.  It was clearly in a position to 
conduct the study for 2007 within the expedited schedule for Phase I and should continue 
in this role for subsequent periods.  No party identified the means by which a third party 
could have been selected and funded to complete an LCR study for 2007 within the 
applicable time constraints was able to persuasively identify the basis for using another 
party to perform this function or to point out any benefits that would be achieved by such 
a selection.  We conclude that these recommendations should be rejected. 
 
 
3.2.2.1  Reliability Options for 2007   
 
(page 21-22) 
 

The most persuasive information before us is the CAISO’s conclusion that a 
decision to adopt Category B criteria for purposes of local procurement obligations would 
likely result in substantial load interruptions when N-1 conditions occur.  No party has 
presented information that would lead us to conclude that the risk of such interruptions is 
acceptable if that risk can be avoided or mitigated.  The CAISO has determined that for 
2007, the totals of the LCRs for the nine identified local areas are 22,649 MW and 23,857 
MW under Options 1 and 2, respectively, a difference of about 5%.  Given the reduced 



risk of interruptions expected under Option 2, we consider the required procurement of an 
additional 5% of needed capacity to be reasonable for 2007 and future LCR studies.  
However, as noted above, we believe it is important to have better information regarding 
probabilities of operational events and therefore direct Energy Division staff to work with 
the CAISO to evaluate the possibilities of moving to a more probabilistic approach.  In 
the meantime, and until other material new information compels a change in reliability 
level, the reliability level in Option 2 is reasonable going forward. We make this 
reliability determination for 2007 only.  We leave for further consideration in this 
proceeding the appropriate reliability level for Local RAR for 2008 and beyond. 
 

We conclude that Option 2 represents the appropriate reliability level for 
establishing LSE’s local procurement obligations. for 2007with one proviso: we direct 
the Energy Division to calculate reduced LCRs for those areas for which the CAISO has 
identified a deficiency in qualifying capacity resources. However, for 2007 we will make 
one modification to the local procurement process for those areas in which the CAISO 
has identified a deficiency in qualifying capacity resources.   These areas are identified as 
Sierra, Stockton, Greater Fresno, and Kern in the CAISO’s LCR study report, although it 
is conceivable that supplemental review process described above could affect this list of 
deficient areas.  For these areas, LSEs will not be expected to procure local resources 
beyond the existing level of qualifying capacity listed in the LCR study for each load 
pocket and, for this procurement cycle, will not incur penalties for a failure to do so. We 
take this approach to deficiencies because we do not find it reasonable to require LSEs to 
procure capacity that, according to the LCR study, does not currently exist in an area.  
PG&E’s contention (in its April 28 comments, p. 7) that “[w]hen adopting an LCR study 
the Commission should never accept a requirement greater than available resources (i.e., 
a determination that a local area is deficient), since that determination is, properly, part of 
the grid planning process,” is apropos. 

 
Similarly, a As AReM contends, LCRs should be “reasonable and attainable” to 

the extent that they are translated into local procurement obligations.  Accordingly, we 
wish to emphasize that we authorize this treatment of deficiencies for 2007 only in view 
of the limited time remaining in 2006 for LSEs to acquire the capacity needed to meet 
their 2007 obligations.  Since one of the long-term objectives of RAR, including local 
RAR, is to provide appropriate incentives for investment in generation resources where 
they are needed, we do not intend to continually approve a practice that could undermine 
this fundamental program objective.  Finally, while we recognize that this waiver for 
deficiencies could reduce expected reliability in the affected local areas to less than that 
associated with Category C, we see no practical alternative for 2007. 
 
3.3.7.2 Dispatchable Demand Response Resources 
 

The Staff Report proposed that dispatchable demand-response resources should 
count towards meeting Local RAR, provided that such resources are located within the 
defined local areas.  The report noted, however, that implementing this proposal for 2007 
would require that the CEC develop supplemental information about these resources.  It 
therefore invited parties to comment on the feasibility of developing such information in 



a timely manner for 2007.  Alternatively, if the information could not be obtained in time, 
this counting protocol would be implemented for 2008. 

The comments, other than those of the CAISO, reflect broad support for allowing 
dispatchable demand response to count for meeting local procurement obligations starting 
in 2007.  SCE, however, states that it does not currently map the locations of its demand 
response program participants, and their associated curtailable load, to local areas.  As 
AReM notes, SCE’s service area has one load pocket whereas the service area of PG&E 
has seven load pockets.  Yet, PG&E supports counting dispatchable demand response and 
has raised no issues regarding the development of data to support doing so.  Thus, even 
though SCE does not currently map demand response resources to local areas, it is not 
clear why it could not do so for 2007 since PG&E can.  Nevertheless, the record does not 
provide an adequate basis upon which to order SCE to produce the data for 2007.   

Consistent with its concern regarding data adequacy, SCE recommends that this 
issue be deferred to the 2008 Local RAR filing cycle.  The CAISO agrees, noting that the 
problem is a practical one resulting from data and study limitations.  The CAISO’s LCR 
study evaluated the effect of specifically located, known generators on particular 
contingencies during specific load conditions.  Accordingly, the ultimate capacity 
requirement is a function of the relative effectiveness of the specific generating resources 
studied to remedy the binding constraints or cont ingencies.  The specific location and 
performance history of the dispatchable demand resources would have to be similarly 
studied, and understood in the same manner as generating resources, to determine the 
relative effectiveness of dropping the particular load in mitigating the same binding 
constraints or contingencies.  Because of this problem, it cannot be assumed that one MW 
of dispatchable demand response is equivalent to one MW of generation under the LCR 
study.  The CAISO, therefore, concludes that inclusion of dispatchable demand response 
products under the present conditions could result in under-procurement of local 
resources.  

As AReM notes, SCE’s service area has one load pocket whereas the service area 
of PG&E has seven load pockets.  Yet, PG&E supports counting dispatchable demand 
response and has raised no issues regarding the development of data to support doing so.  
Thus, even though SCE does not currently map demand response resources to local areas, 
it is not clear why it could not do so for 2007 since PG&E can.  Nevertheless, the record 
does not provide an adequate basis upon which to order SCE to produce the data for 
2007.  We ask that SCE evaluate further whether this data could be developed for 2007. 

We hereby determine that qualifying, dispatchable demand response resources 
should not be allowed to count for Local RAR showings for 2007. to the extent feasible.  
However, Wwe ask that the CEC pursue the collection and development of the data that 
are required to allow such resources to count for Local RAR in the future. achieve this.  
We recognize that it may not be possible to implement this counting protocol until 2008 
with respect to the SCE territory. 
     
3.3.12  Waivers  
 
(pages 71-72, final paragraph) 
 



 We find that a waiver process is necessary as an interim market power mitigation 
measure, and should therefore be adopted as a component of the Local RAR program 
until a functioning capacity market is established.  After reviewing the extensive 
workshop comments, we find that TURN has presented a fair, balanced, and credible 
approach that we will therefore adopt in part.  As noted earlier, TURN has calculated a 
capacity cost of $40 per kW-year using data from the settlement of the IEP complaint 
(footnote omitted).  We intend that this price would function as a trigger for availability 
of a waiver, not as a price cap on what LSEs might be willing to pay.  We recognize that 
there might be situations where an LSE might want to pay more.  However, we are 
mindful of the concerns raised by the CAISO that undue reliance on backstop 
procurement could be encouraged if the trigger is set too low.  For this reason, during the 
course of evaluating individual requests for waivers, we will take into consideration costs 
of capacity in the load pocket plus the risk that total backstop procurement costs will 
increase and be shifted to all participants.  Therefore, we may determine it is necessary to 
establish a threshold greater than $40 per kW-year for future LCR procurement cycles.   
We note also that we are not adopting a monthly price trigger; specifically, we are not 
adopting a trigger price of one-twelfth of the yearly price trigger ($3.33 per kW-month), 
as we would not expect RAR prices to be uniform throughout the year.  Finally we 
emphasize that the waiver applies to Commission- imposed penalties only.  A deficient 
LSE would be responsible for any applicable backstop procurement costs even if it 
received a waiver from penalties. 
  
 The following process for waivers will be followed.  An LSE requesting a waiver 
would make such request at the time it files its Local RAR compliance showing.  The 
waiver request would include (1) a demonstration that the LSE fairly and in good faith 
solicited bids for RAR capacity needs along with accompanying information about the 
terms and conditions of the Request for Offer, and (2) a demonstration that it either (a) 
received no bids or (b) received no bids under $40 per kW-year (or the Commission-
determined “trigger”, as discussed above).  We agree with the principle that the showing 
must demonstrate that the LSE actively pursued all commercially reasonable efforts to 
acquire the resources needed to meet the local procurement obligation. 
 
3.3.5.1 Annual Showings 

(page 38, first paragraph) 

The Staff Report identified several reasons for this “100%/twelve months” 
approach for Local RAR.  First, it is possible that even if all LSEs procure their full 
allocation of Local RAR, they will not necessarily have procured all of the resources 
necessary to meet the reliability needs of a particular local load pocket.  This outcome is 
possible because such a deficiency can only be determined after the CAISO has had the 
opportunity to analyze the effectiveness factors of all of the units actually procured to 
meet the Local RAR in a local load pocket.  Thus, to ensure the CAISO has knowledge of 
all resources procured within each of the local areas, in the Annual Showing it will be 
necessary that LSEs show all resources they have procured in any of the local areas 
identified by the CAISO, even if those resources lie outside the local area of the 
particular LSE making the showing.  To the extent that additional units are needed to 
meet effectiveness factor concerns, the CAISO needs to identify the units, and LSEs 



should have the first opportunity to engage in this procurement, rather than automatically 
rely on CAISO backstop procurement mechanisms.  Consequently, Local RAR 
demonstrations should be made in sufficient time to permit the CAISO to engage in such 
analysis and identify residual procurement needs.  Second, the CAISO needs to be able to 
prepare for any necessary backstop procurement after the LSEs have made all of their 
procurement demonstrations, including those that may meet residual needs.  The CAISO 
must have sufficient time to review any additional procurement demonstrations and 
determine if backstop or “supplemental procurement” is required.  If so, the CAISO must 
have sufficient time to engage in a process to secure the resources it needs to maintain 
local area reliability.  Third, a year- long procurement obligation should provide assurance 
of revenue adequacy to those units that are most needed to ensure the reliability of the 
CAISO grid, and encourage the type of longer term, LSE-based procurement that the 
CPUC supports. 
 
(page 49, first paragraph) 
 
3.3.7.1 RMR Resources 
 

We require that all LSEs file Preliminary Local RAR compliance showings on 
September 22, 2006.1  This preliminary Local RAR demonstration can be as much as the 
LSEs full Local RAR demonstration, but, at a minimum, it must accurately show whether 
the LSE has, by September 22, 2006, entered into an RAR capacity contract with a unit 
that is among the list of units proposed for 2007 RMR Contracts.  These demonstrations 
will not be used to determine compliance with local procurement obligations but they are 
required to be accurate.  An LSE that has no 2007 RMR-proposed units under an RAR 
contract prior to September 22, 2006 would make a simple filing to that effect, as this 
information may help reduce CAISO RMR procurement.  The IOUs are strongly 
encouraged to be as comprehensive as possible in their Preliminary Local RAR 
demonstrations because the IOUs control so many Qualifying Facility, nuclear, and hydro 
units that are assumed in many of the RMR studies.  In addition, the IOUs should include 
in the preliminary showing all resources under contract within any of the local areas 
identified by the CAISO, even if those resources are not within the local area(s) of the 
IOU’s service territory. 
 

                                                 
1  The CAISO suggested “one week” but we find that it is useful to put an actual 
date to the suggestion.  All RAR showings are submitted to the Commission and 
concurrently copied to the CEC and the CAISO. 
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